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(ABSTRACT)

Radio technology is rapidly evolving and as processing capabilities and algorithms become more complex, the need for alternative compilation and user interface abstraction increases. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology introduces unique reconfigurable hardware architectures that can aid in software defined radio (SDR) design. FPGAs have greater processing capability than traditional general purpose processors (GPP) found in desktop workstations. This work builds on an ongoing project, GReasy, that augments a Linux based open source SDR development platform, GNU Radio, with FPGA processing capabilities. By delegating processing intensive portions of a radio design to the Xilinx Zynq FPGA architecture, the domain of deployable radios by GNU Radio can be broadened.

Xilinx Zynq, integrates the FPGA fabric and CPU onto a single chip, which eliminates the need for a controlling host computer; thus, providing a single, portable, low-power, embedded platform. This thesis presents a Zynq capable version of GNU Radio – an open-source rapid radio deployment tool – with an enhanced flow that utilizes the processing capability of FPGAs. This work features TFlow – an FPGA back-end compilation accelerator for instant FPGA assembly. GReasy generates a description of the hardware components that are used by TFlow for the instant FPGA assembly. Once the FPGA is programmed with a design based on the description generated by GReasy, modules and the target hardware can be parameterized to realize an even larger class of applications and further solidify the concept of rapid assembly of software defined radios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software defined radio is the inevitable future of radio design. Using SDR principles, engineers can develop reconfigurable radio systems with a wide range of capabilities. Open source tools, such as GNU Radio, allow users to test and prototype radio designs by applying the flexibility and versatility of SDR through a well-established design methodology that is intuitive for radio designers [1]. GNU Radio provides instant gratification in the transition of modeling a radio to the deployment of a fully-functional radio. However, due to the limited computational and I/O capacity of a desktop computer, there is a limited scope of radios that GNU Radio is capable of prototyping. One solution is to provide a framework for augmenting the desktop with additional processing hardware, such as FPGAs. GReasy is a software extension to GNU Radio that adds the computational benefits of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) acceleration without the pain of slow FPGA compile times [2, 3]. A broader class of radios can be realized with GReasy by augmenting the GNU Radio platform with FPGAs, yet the instant gratification nature of GNU Radio is preserved.

FPGAs take a considerable time to design, compile, and program. The design process is composed of a front-end design entry phase, and a back-end design compilation phase. Research has shown that higher levels of abstraction can assist in the productivity of the
Radio designers might not necessarily be familiar with HDL or complicated vendor tools required to target the accelerated processing capabilities of FPGAs. These designers require some form of abstraction to use these capabilities. The methodology proposed in this thesis is in-line with many contemporary uses of abstraction: high-level domain-specific parameterizable signal processing blocks are used to model radio processing behavior. This not only aids in design productivity, but also extends the usability of FPGAs to non-FPGA experts, such as radio designers.

In regards to design iteration and turns-per-day, the FPGA back-end design compilation process is often the bottleneck. There are vendor-provided flows (Xilinux in this case), such as Partial Reconfiguration flow or the now obsolete Modular Design flow, that can reduce the burden of compile times, yet often impose architectural constraints, restrict how much of the design can change, and have steep learning curves. Furthermore, compile times still remain in the minutes-to-hours range for a moderate size FPGA, or even hours-to-days for larger designs. In GReasy, an alternative method is used for bitstream generation. GReasy utilizes TFlow for back-end bitstream construction, which places and routes parameterized pre-compiled modules into an FPGA bitstream, and does so in a few seconds time – well within the expectation of a software-only flow.

Within the GReasy environment, FPGA-based processing modules are added to the GNU Radio module library. This allows a user to arbitrarily add optimized hardware and software modules to a given design, which further supports unskilled users in using hardware in their designs. When the radio designer is ready to prototype their design, precompiled components are stitched together and a full FPGA design is generated in seconds.

GNU Radio has been developed primarily as a desktop development / exploration environment. With the advent of SoC-FPGA platforms, FPGAs themselves can become their own autonomous development environment. By running GReasy on an ARM within a Zynq device, a fully embedded / autonomous mode for GNU Radio is realized. This ARM is capable of running an embedded Ubuntu, which in turn can support the run-time components of GNU Radio and TFlow, providing a solution that can provide full (or partial)
bitstream generation in an untethered platform.

As a result of this added flexibility, a number of new FPGA / hardware / software use-models are created. A radio designer can (a) create radio blocks that target software-only execution on the desktop, or (b) the desktop can be loosely augmented with FPGAs, or (c) GNU Radio modules can be directed to run on the embedded ARM cores, or (d) the ARM cores can be accelerated with the tightly-coupled reconfigurable fabric. Furthermore, a single radio design can seamlessly be spread across multiple FPGAs and multiple processors. In all of these cases, the bitstreams for all FPGAs, all software tasks, including all implicit software-FPGA interactions, can all co-exist in a single radio specification (as a GNU Radio Companion diagram, or as a Python script).

1.1 Research Contribution

This thesis presents work done on an ongoing project, GReasy. GReasy is a modified GNU Radio that enables radio designers to target hardware processing modules, integrated seamlessly into the GNU Radio user interface. The goal of this thesis work is to improve on this model by providing additional enhancements to GReasy.

In previous iterations of GReasy, there were some capabilities that were noticeably lacking. A crucial capability that was lacking is parameterizing blocks for more versatile customization and more precise rapid prototyping. With the ability to parameterize blocks, a user can further customize a radio design after the FPGA has been configured with the design. This cuts down on turn around time between prototype iterations while expanding the exploration space, and it cuts down on the library components needed to cover a wide array of possible radio designs.

To ensure a flexible radio system in GReasy, multiple FPGAs can be connected together to perform more complex computations and hardware configurations. It is desirable to have all possible connection configurations accounted for to ensure maximum flexibility. This
required a re-write to the flowgraph conversion code that generates an EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) from the GNU Radio flowgraph. Some improvements include the ability to recognize multiple FPGAs, multiple FPGA families/device types, multiple input and output blocks in the flowgraph representing multiple input and output ports in the FPGA design, and multiple clocking options.

One motivation to adding this additional flexibility in EDIF construction was the addition of a new target hardware, the Xilinx Zynq platform. To ease the transition to the new hardware, a number of test designs were constructed that incorporated the previous Virtex-5 FPGA stack with additional Xilinx Zynq boards connected together via Ethernet [7]. A new block library was constructed to represent these Zynq hardware processing components and various iterations of a static design were made testing different capabilities of the new hardware platform.

A final contribution given in this thesis is upgrading from GNU Radio 3.3 to 3.7. For a project like GReasy, that is built on top of open source tools like GNU Radio, it is important to keep the code integration up to date with the code base. This is important so GReasy can more easily be released and accessible to the greater GNU Radio community.

A comprehensive list of these contributions are given below:

1. Development of a cleaner and more flexible construction of the netlist data structures from the GNU Radio flowgraph including additional capabilities: multiple FPGAs, multiple FPGA families, multiple I/O flowgraph blocks per device

2. Development of a framework for parameterizing FPGA hardware processing blocks in a hardware/software co-design for increased versatility

3. Option for a design to have multiple clock domains within the GReasy framework

4. Creation of a new GReasy block library representing Zynq hardware processing components and framework to expand the block library to include future device components
5. Added support for a new target hardware: Xilinx Zynq FPGA

6. Updated GReasy from the outdated GNU Radio 3.3 to new GNU Radio 3.7.

1.2 Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 discusses a variety of background topics including FPGA technology and FPGA rapid compilation tools. A definition and overview of Software Defined Radio is covered and the SDR rapid prototyping tool, GNU Radio. A review of some notable modifications to GNU Radio will be provided and finally an introduction to the previous modifications to GNU Radio, known as GReasy, that this thesis work is built on. Chapter 3 discusses improvements to the GReasy framework that were made as the core contributions in this thesis. Chapter 4 details the transition of GReasy to a new hardware platform, the Xilinx Zynq. There are a number of aspects of this new hardware that differ from the previous hardware target in addition to improvements made to the GReasy software codebase that were necessary to facilitate this transition. In addition to a transition to a new hardware, there was also a push to upgrade GReasy to an up to date version of GNU Radio. This transition is explained in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 details the new demo platform, lists and explains some example designs, and presents experimental results. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and provides some additional work that can be done to improve the current platform.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will discuss a variety of background topics related to this project. First, reconfigurable hardware—specifically Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)—will be introduced. Much research has gone into increasing productivity around FPGAs, which usually involves decreasing compilation times in a variety of ways. The next section will introduce and explore key concepts of Software Defined Radio and the development platform, GNU Radio. Finally, some related modifications to GNU Radio will be reviewed and the previous use model of GReasy will be introduced.

2.1 Reconfigurable Hardware

FPGAs are hardware components meant to be configured by a designer, often using a hardware description language (HDL) such as VHDL or Verilog. FPGAs are an integrated circuit made up of generalized logical components and routing connections to the components that a designer describes using an HDL. This HDL goes through a series of steps to generate a program file, also known as a \textit{bitstream}, that is used to configure or reconfigure an FPGA. These
steps are: synthesis, translation, mapping, placement and routing (PAR) and bitstream generation. The bitsream generated in the last step is the programming file used to configure the FPGA with the target design. FPGAs have a wide variety of uses including digital signal processing applications in software defined radio such as the work presented in this thesis.

### 2.1.1 Zynq Family

Many FPGAs have the programming capability to include an embedded processor on the fabric such as Xilinx Microblaze, using the FPGA logic resources \[8\]. The Xilinx Zynq family includes embedded ARM CPU sharing the same fabric as a reconfigurable region \[6\]. The Zynq is part of the Series 7 Xilinx FPGA family, which also includes the Artix-7, Kintex-7 and Virtex-7. The ARM on the same fabric enables a user to develop applications on the ARM with greater processing capabilities connected directly to the FPGA all on a single platform. The ARM platform can be an embedded Linux platform or bare-metal firmware depending on the user application desired \[9\].

### 2.2 Rapid Assembly of Hardware

The FPGA technology roadmap closely follows Moore’s law and is benefiting from the increased logic density available with new process technologies; however, FPGA designers’ productivity remains low. The FPGA design process is time consuming, can have a large turnaround time, and often requires low-level hardware design skills \[10\]. For larger designs, it can take many minutes, many hours, or many days to generate a bitstream from HDL. These large turn-around times can hinder the design process and consequently diminish the accessibility of hardware. This section will explore some of the alternative design flows that have been attained through alternative algorithms or creating a more software-like modular
flow in design compilation.

2.2.1 Partial Reconfiguration

FPGA vendors do offer alternative means of reconfiguration, such as Xilinx partial reconfiguration (PR). In PR, the FPGA is segmented into regions that can each individually be reprogrammed. This enables reconfiguration of portions of the device while different portions are running; thus, reducing the time needed to reconfigure portions of the device \[11\]. One can even target the Xilinx Zynq platform for partial reconfiguration using the embedded ARM chip as a host \[12\]. While the PR flow allows a design to switch quickly, it can only switch between a set of pre-determined functions. While partial reconfiguration does not affect the design compile time, it provides a solution for more rapidly changing the functionality of a device. Despite this, it can be limiting and cumbersome to implement partial reconfiguration in an FPGA design and the initial design still follows the traditional vendor flow. Some of these limitations include requiring fixed size and location reconfigurable slots with fixed I/O macros. These limitations highlight the need for detailed knowledge of the implementation tools when using partial reconfiguration in a design and for this reason, research has been done to speed up these compile times in alternative ways.

2.2.2 Alternative PAR Algorithms

Much work has been done on speeding up bitstream compilation times for FPGAs. Previous work focuses on faster PAR algorithms but often they have limiting constraints \[13, 14\]. There is often a measurable quality trade off between using these faster PAR algorithms as well, specifically the faster a placer is, the greater the critical path delay, greater the decrease in quality of that placement.
2.2.3 HMFlow

Alternative design flows have been used in an effort to speed up this process of compilation. HMFlow is an alternative design flow that enables more rapid prototyping of hardware designs. HMFlow uses previously synthesized, placed and routed circuits in the form of a hard macro pre-compiled library to decrease bitstream generation time [15]. These precompiled components are implemented with conventional Xilinx tools. Xilinx System Generator is used as a front-end for constructing a design made up of hard macro components, though any design entry tool could be used. The process of HMFlow is as follows:

1. The user creates a System Generator design featuring precompiled Hard Macro blocks, or components.

2. HMFlow parses the design file generated by System Generator to extract information about the Hard Macro blocks.

3. The blocks in the System Generator design are matched to Hard Macro components from the precompiled library.

4. After initial synthesis of the hard macro-bound design, placement contraints are determined of the actual resource utilization on the device.

5. The design stitcher, combines the hard macros components together into a single implementation. This involves the creation of nets based on the connections present in System generator. The design stitcher also inserts appropriate I/O buffers and clock generation circuitry.

6. A custom router connects the hard macros together to ensure the routing inside the hard macros remains intact.
The final output of the design is a placed and routed implementation, linked together to create a full design in the form of Xilinx Design Language, XDL. While promising, HMFlow is held back by having to convert those hard macros into a properly formatted netlist that takes considerable time and the XDL generated as a final design requires an additional stage of conversion to generate the programmable bitstream.

2.2.4 QFlow

Another rapid flow, QFlow, exploits the logic variance and hierarchy as a means to increase FPGA productivity [16]. The design is split into two classes, the invariant set and an evolving set. The invariant set contains logic components in the design that will not change, such as memory or Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. The evolving set contains components in the design that will change and be prototyped. The overall design is split into four phases: design partitioning, invariant set implementation, evolving set implementation, and design assembly.

The first step in the implementation process is the design partitioning phase. In this phase, the design is partitioned into the two classes, invariant and evolving logic. The invariant set implementation allocates a sandbox, a region on the device that will host the evolving logic. The sandbox needs to satisfy a maximum resource requirement of the evolving logic. In the
Figure 2.2: QFlow design assembly paradigm

evolving set implementation process, every module is separately implemented. The modules are represented as a structure without specifying absolute placement on the device. Each module is cached to a library for later retrieval. Finally the design is assembled by placing the evolving set components in the defined sandbox region allocated in the invariant set. Connections between components are routed to finalize the design.

QFlow implements a custom placer that rapidly decides where to place pre-synthesized modules on the FPGA. It then uses the Xilinx router. This routing is optimized with a standard Xilinx algorithm, so that overhead remains intact. The main improvement here is the faster placing and the concept of stitching pre-synthesized modules together to generate a full design. QFlow can be seen as a precursor to TFlow.
2.2.5 TFlow

TFlow is the rapid bitstream generation tool used by GReasy. TFlow continues the paradigm, established by QFlow, of splitting the design into two distinct regions. In TFlow, these classes are referred to as the static and dynamic regions. TFlow is built on top of TORC, an API for user manipulation of EDIF and XDL files as well as bitstream packets, and uses a library of pre-compiled modules and associated meta-data, enabling bitstream-level assembly of desired designs that can occur in a fraction of the time of traditional back-end tools \cite{17, 5}. This is done by splitting the hardware design into two distinct phases. In the first phase, the designer creates modules with specific purpose and functionality and adds them to the module library. In the second phase, the design bitstream is assembled from precompiled modular bitstream components from the library.

In the first phase of the flow, a hardware engineer designs individual modules using an ordinary hardware design flow. Then, after testing and verifying the module design, the module is registered to the TFlow module library. This registration process involves generating the modules bitstream as well as extracting metadata from the module including resource constraints, and valid placements of the module on the hardware device. This metadata is used by TFlow to speed up the bitstream assembly process in the second phase.

In the second phase, the user creates a design composed of individual components from the module library. Much like the GNU Radio software library of processing blocks, TFlow has a precompiled library of hardware modules that the user can select. TFlow stitches the module bitstreams together and combines them with an additional static bitstream to create a full bitstream for the target FPGA in a matter of seconds. Right now, targeted FPGA architectures of TFlow include the Virtex-5 family as well as the Zynq family. TFlow can be easily expanded to other Xilinx FPGA family architectures due to certain generic components of the TFlow toolchain.

These two phases can be mixed to more rapidly prototype and test individual modules to cut down on testing and verification time in the module design process. As opposed to recompiling an entire design in a traditional vendor flow, an individual module can be recom-
piled and registered into the module library. Once the individual component is recompiled, the whole design can be stitched together in the design assembly phase. This cuts down on turn around time significantly.

2.3 Software Defined Radio

Wireless communication systems need to be future proof, compatible with new standards and protocols, and flexible. Joe Mitola coined the term *software radio* in which he envisioned a more flexible radio system with reconfigurable capabilities [18]. Software Defined Radio enables these capabilities with a more flexible processing architecture than traditional hardware specific radio systems. A good working definition of a software radio is a radio that is substantially defined in software and whose physical layer behavior can be significantly altered through changes to its software [19].

Software defined radios provide a flexibility not found in traditional hardware based radio platforms. A software radio implementation requires either an analog to digital converter at the antenna, allowing full flexibility in the digital domain, or a flexible radio front-end...
that can handle a wider range of carrier frequencies [19]. Figure 2.4 shows a model of practical software radio. The SDR receiver begins with a smart antenna with a wide and programmable range in carrier frequencies and domains. That received analog signal is then converted to the digital domain and converted to a specified sample rate and pre-filtered. The core processing occurs in the flexible digital domain with software or other flexible architecture. To transmit a signal, the process is reversed. The signal is converted from digital to analog and transmitted with some flexible and programmable radio front-end hardware.

Software defined radio architectures allow reusable and reconfigurable radio systems and give radio designers the capability to implement a wide array of techniques and interfaces on the fly. Modern radio systems almost require these capabilities, specifically the need to be agile in switching between communication standards. The software radio approach results in compact and power-efficient designs that minimize the number of systems needed to
perform multiple functions. A flexible architecture allows for improvements and additional functionality without the need to upgrade all the hardware in the system.

2.3.1 GNU Radio

GNU Radio is an open-source development toolkit in which radio signal processing applications can be prototyped in a simulated software environment or with real RF hardware. GNU Radio comes with a graphical front-end, GRC (GNU Radio Companion), that can help a radio designer create a visual representation of the flow of their design \[20\]. Figure 2.3 shows an example flowgraph in GRC composed of filter and resampling blocks as an example of some of the capabilities of GNU Radio. Many radio engineers are familiar with GNU Radio or if they are not, are familiar with its general purpose of rapid prototyping radio designs.

A GNU Radio design is composed of signal processing blocks connected through input and output ports to create a flowgraph structure. It uses a combination of C++ and Python to run SDR applications. The signal processing is expressed in C++ while connecting blocks together in the flowgraph design, is in Python. C++ code can be connected with Python with SWIG \[21\]. SWIG creates wrapper functions in Python to use C++ code with Python scripts. Each processing block has associated metadata such as input and output port lists, dynamic parameters, and documentation about blocks that are all stored in XML files for each block. When a radio designer creates a flowgraph in GRC composed of these blocks, a Python script is generated that specifies the functions that will be executed and the order of operation.
2.3.2 Related Modifications of GNU Radio

GNU Radio is constantly moving forward with new enhancements in both newly developed software blocks and hardware acceleration capabilities, such as what this thesis suggests. Software blocks often add some unavailable functionality to GNU Radio. Hardware acceleration can replace already existent functionality and improve it or enable new functionality through improved performance.

The Kansas University Agile Radio (KUAR) developed by the Information Technology and Telecommunications Center at Kansas University is a project that improves GNU Radio [22]. KUAR is a heterogeneous system composed of a GPP and a Virtex-II FPGA,
where a majority of the signal processing is performed on the FPGA. This enables advanced research in wireless radio networks, dynamic spectrum access, and cognitive radios. The KUAR system has a number of use models including purely reconfigurable hardware based SDR platform, purely software SDR platform, and a hybrid of the two. The FPGA is configured by programming it with library of pre-generated designs, so lacks flexibility in hardware configuration.

Another FPGA-based SDR system is Rhino, a toolflow that claims to enable rapid prototyping upon FPGAs [23]. Rhino uses the conventional implementation flow of Xilinx ISE, but enhances the HDL generation by using a Python to HDL conversion tool to aid those without HDL knowledge to use FPGAs. This enables users to explain their desired SDR design with a higher level of abstraction.

FPGAs are not the only hardware acceleration platforms integrated into GNU Radio. The University of Maryland developed a system for GPU acceleration with GNU Radio [24]. By developing GPU hardware processing blocks and integrating them into the GNU Radio block library, a radio designer can use the GPU resources without much knowledge of programming a GPU.

2.4 Early GReasy Work

The first FPGA augmented GNU Radio experiments was work by Charles Irick [2]. The work at that time presented a Ethernet-based communication scheme for an augmented FPGA, specifically a Virtex-5 and created a communication API that mimicked that of the USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral) at the time [25, 26]. This work demonstrated the feasibility of an Ethernet-based communication scheme and showed how the FPGA components could be integrated into GNU Radio. The framework was primitive, simply a proof of concept, and it did not provide the any real level of flexibility assumed in software radio development.
The next iteration of GReasy was presented in 2012 [3, 27]. In that work, Richard Stroop created the basis of a block library that represented hardware processing components on the FPGA that could be integrated into the GNU Radio block library. Run-time code generated a full EDIF of the components, constructed from the GNU Radio flowgraph that contained blocks that represented the hardware modules. This work was also the first instance of using a rapid bitstream generation tool, first QFlow and then TFlow, with the augmented FP-GAs in GNU Radio. A demonstration platform that included four Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T development boards was constructed to show the capabilities of that iteration of GReasy. While there was some level of flexibility in this iteration, there was certainly some room for improvement.

Using GReasy, a radio designer can build a GNU Radio flowgraph targeting FPGA hardware modules alongside software modules without any expertise or knowledge of hardware implementations. The design flow for implementing a hardware accelerated radio in GReasy is similar to the typical GNU Radio flow, but with some minor alterations. An overview of the design flow for radio design in GReasy is given here, as well as Figure 2.4:

1. A hardware engineer/expert designs a modular signal processing component using any
hardware design environment and compiles it into an FPGA bitstream.

2. The module bitstream is added to the TFlow library.

3. The module is registered to the GNU Radio block library.

4. The flowgraph, which includes hardware module blocks, is implemented in GNU Radio.

5. The flowgraph is executed, later referred to as run-time, to generate a list of connected modules, an EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) netlist [28].

6. The EDIF is processed by TFlow to locate the target module bitstreams in the library and specifies how to connect and integrate them with the static bitstream.

7. The bitstream is stitched together from individual precompiled module bitstreams and the static bitstream. Then the FPGA is programmed with the newly assembled bitstream.

8. After the device is programmed, configuration data is sent to the FPGAs in the form of specially formatted Ethernet packets.

Steps 1 through 3 are first-phase library preparation steps that need not be repeated. Steps 5 through 7 are performed automatically within the GReasy assembly phase.
Chapter 3

GReasy Made Easier

The GReasy project has been ongoing for some time in the CCM Lab at Virginia Tech and was the primary work of Richard Stroop’s Masters Thesis from 2012 and a proof of concept was presented in 2010 by Charles Irick. Irick presented a framework for sending and receiving data to an augmented FPGA to and from a host desktop. Stroop’s work expanded on that by presenting a framework for providing additional processing blocks in hardware to GNU Radio in the form of FPGAs. GNU Radio processing blocks are organized into block libraries that are organized by block type or function. This feature was enabled with the introduction of TFlow, which converts an EDIF netlist representation of the GNU Radio flowgraph into a programmable bitstream for the target FPGA. GReasy has a block library specific for all FPGA hardware processing blocks, known as the AFPGA (Auxiliary FPGA) block library. A flowgraph with blocks from the AFPGA block library represents hardware processing on the FPGA. When the user constructs a flowgraph with FPGA blocks and executes the flowgraph, run-time code, known as the flowgraph converter, checks for FPGA components in the flowgraph and constructs an EDIF netlist that represents the modules and connections in the flowgraph. This run-time code worked but was disorganized and non-expandable.

In this thesis work, this run-time code was updated to enable more flexible and expandable
flowgraph construction. The previous EDIF construction code was sufficient in entry designs but the capabilities of incorporating FPGAs into GNU Radio was limited to single FPGAs and lots of the EDIF construction automation was hard-coded making it difficult to expand its capabilities further either to allow multiple FPGA families and devices or allow flexible EDIF construction that is less "linear". For example, imagine a user who wanted to generate a signal to transmit from the FPGA. In the previously limited EDIF construction code, this would not be possible. Flowgraphs representing FPGA processing in GReasy required connections from the input to the output. Additionally, if a new FPGA device or family type was added to the GReasy library, the hard-coded EDIF construction code would need to be rewritten to accommodate that change. Overall, it was observed that more flexible, intelligent, and easily expandable flowgraph converter API was necessary for the future of GReasy.

The EDIF construction code was not the only limiting feature of GReasy. Traditional GNU Radio blocks present users with a number of customizable parameters that give the user more control over the rapid prototyping capabilities offered by GNU Radio. GReasy, on the other hand, only offered static modules that could not be changed by the GNU Radio end-user very easily. To change some parameter or function of an FPGA block, a user would have to remake and re-register the block into the TFlow library and then re-register the associated block in GReasy. This process is cumbersome and hinders the instant gratification and rapid prototyping characteristics of GNU Radio.

It is clear that parameterized blocks were an obvious next step and attractive feature to include in GReasy. Enhanced features in the flowgraph construction, parameterized GReasy modules, and more flexible clocking options have made GReasy easier.
3.1 Flexible Flowgraph

When the GNU Radio user executes a flowgraph, the modified GNU Radio run-time code generates an EDIF netlist from the GNU Radio blocks in the flowgraph that represent FPGA processing components. This code is called at the start of the flowgraph execution, before any function blocks begin processing data. The GReasy user should be able to construct any combination of processing blocks and hardware design should not be limited by constraints in the GNU Radio flowgraph environment. In previous work on GReasy, the flowgraph conversion code made a number of hard coded assumptions that hindered the flexibility of the possible netlists that could be generated from the flowgraph. A more flexible flowgraph conversion API was developed to alleviate this problem.

The entry design of GReasy is simple. In the entry design of GReasy, a single FPGA board is connected to the desktop host and data is piped to and from the augmented hardware to provide additional processing capability to GNU Radio. The method of sending and receiving data will not be discussed in this section. FPGA input and output blocks indicate a deliniation in the hardware blocks and the software blocks in the flowgraph design.
Between the input and output blocks, the flowgraph blocks represent hardware processing modules inside the FPGA. With the addition of multiple FPGA families and devices, such as the 7-Series family and specifically the Zynq devices, many of the references to FPGA blocks in the flowgraph conversion code were generalized. In generalizing these references, the API can be expanded even further with ease. To facilitate multiple FPGA device, the FPGA block library was split into sub-libraries, each representing a different FPGA device or family. This section will discuss the ways the flowgraph conversion code was expanded to be more flexible, with the development of an expandable API, and the exact changes that were made to enable multiple families and devices, and multiple I/O blocks per device in a single flowgraph and in the block library.

As already mentioned, the preceding version’s flowgraph conversion code had certain requirements that limited the flowgraph flexibility. One of the unnecessary restrictions was the requirement of end to end connection within a single FPGA. When converting the flowgraph to a netlist of the connections and modules within an FPGA, the algorithm would start with the FPGA input block. Then, connections in the flowgraph were followed one at a time, until the output block was located. The assumption was that there was one input and one output for each hardware device in the flowgraph and there was a continuous path of connections and blocks between those blocks in the flowgraph. This prevented the user from using the FPGA for certain applications. For example, imagine a user wanted to create a block that generated some data set within the FPGA. That block would need a “dummy” input port, while not actually used in the hardware design, as a requirement of the GNU Radio flowgraph and, therefore, a requirement of the netlist provided to TFlow.

Another early constriction was an assumption of a single input and single output block for each hardware component. In a platform with multiple boards, the ability to send and receive data to and from multiple sources and destinations to provide a greater level of flexibility is desired. Consider each FPGA device is a node in a connected graph of hardware connections. The graph of processing nodes (FPGAs) should have the option of being fully connected to provide full flexibility to the platform. The connectedness of the hardware
prior to providing support for multiple families, this flowgraph netlist construction contained handles that were hard coded for specific object names. While there still exist hard-coded handles, they are expandable, more generic, and require very little further customization to be expanded. FPGA families are separated into sub-libraries that the user can select from. GReasy has differences in how it handles these families in the flowgraph conversion algorithm. These differences are based on the specific device static region design used in the TFlow based hardware design.

### 3.1.1 Flowgraph Conversion Algorithm

The restrictions in flowgraph conversion that made the previous iteration of GReasy inflexible were already addressed. How does the new flowgraph conversion API change to be more flexible? The new algorithm is not aimed for efficiency but for completely connecting the components and achieving a dependable level of flexibility. The data is organized in a set of data structures called `Entries`. These classes represent components of the flowgraph such as GNU Radio blocks (representing hardware modules) and connections between GNU Radio blocks (representing routing inside the FPGA). The `Entry` API handles the conversion from flowgraph to ".dat" format, established by Stroop [3]. The ".dat" file is then converted to an EDIF using the `EdifWriter` tool [3]. The header file data of all data structures and classes referenced in this section is provided in Appendix A Section 1.1.

The algorithm begins by reading in all FPGA based connections in the GNU Radio flowgraph from a file. FPGA input and output connections in this file provide MAC address information that is used to identify unique hardware devices in the GNU Radio flowgraph and to determine the number of netlists that need to be generated. Each connection is associated with a `Loop_Entry` object, which stores vital information about the connection between two flowgraph components. In terms of hardware, `Loop_Entry` objects represent
Figure 3.2: Where the flowgraph converter/Entry API fits into this scheme. The flowgraph populates objects in the Entry API and is then written to a ".dat" file. That ".dat" is then converted to an EDIF netlist resembling the GNU Radio flowgraph blocks and connections.

Routing between two modules, or a module and the static design. GNU Radio assigns each instance of a block in the flowgraph an identifying number starting from 1. The static design, known as the Blacktop, is given the default identifier 0. These identifiers are used to match connections—and later blocks—to recreate the flowgraph through these Loop_Entry objects. See Appendix A, Section 1.1 for the source code of the data stored in the Loop_Entry object and more information on these identifying variables.

Initially, each Loop_Entry object is put into a C++ standard Set data structure. The Set stores only unique Loop_Entry objects, as defined by the C++ standard Set, so only unique connections are used in the construction of the EDIF netlist. This initial Set of Loop_Entry objects represents all connections between hardware components for all FP-GAs in the flowgraph. At the same time this Set is being populated, a different Set with special connections is populated with all connections between hardware components and software components or hardware connections between different physical FPGAs. These special connections don’t represent hardware connections between GReasy modules and are therefore not considered in the EDIF netlist construction algorithm. These connections serve another purpose, which will be more detailed later in this section.

The Set is searched for Loop_Entries that are connected to the FPGA input and output blocks and removed from the Loop_Entry Set. These input and output blocks represent
the static region of the hardware design, a requirement of TFlow. The input and output Loop_Entry objects also contain a self-identifying MAC address that is associated with a physical FPGA. For each unique physical FPGA device, identified by the MAC address labeled by the input block connection, an FPGA_Entry data structure is created. In the FPGA_Entry constructor, a Cell_Entry object is generated that represents the Blacktop design connections around the GReasy processing modules. The CellEntries represent GReasy blocks on the GNU Radio flowgraph that represent pre-compiled modules in the hardware design. Cell_Entry modules split their ports into input, output, and 1-bit types. Input and Output data ports are connected based on the connections made in the flowgraph. In GReasy, all 1-bit ports are assumed to be the clk and rst lines, which for every module are input ports. These types of connections are represented as Net_Entries. This can be expanded, but there is currently no need. If the EDIF netlist that represents each FPGA design is a connected graph, the Loop_Entry objects are the graph’s edges, while the Cell_Entry objects are the graph’s nodes.

Each FPGA_Entry stores it’s own sets of each other type of Entry along with other metadata needed to generate a netlist and program the device with GReasy. The FPGA_Entry class is the main storage structure for the EDIF netlist information for each physical FPGA being programmed with a TFLOW generated bitstream and use in GReasy. The FPGA_Entry class contains an identifying enumerated char unique to each type of FPGA, based on the device family and device type. This is an important expansion from the previous GReasy code in that device types are distinguished. This set of enums can also be expanded for newer devices that can be added to GReasy. This is important because different devices and families may have different requirements when GReasy passes netlist data to TFLOW. An example of one of these requirements would be different static designs or block libraries between devices. Two devices, even in the same FPGA family may use different resources between different devices. If the same device wants multiple alternative statics, it’s with this identifier that those different statics can be differentiated.

Each of the FPGA_Entry objects created for each physical FPGA in the design are put
Figure 3.3: Steps of the flowgraph conversion algorithm. The blocks are represented in the EDIF generation algorithm as Cell_Entry objects. The connections between the blocks are represented as Loop_Entry objects. Smaller numbers represent unique identifiers assigned to connections.

into a C++ standard Vector. Next, the the Set of Loop_Entry objects is iterated through and emptied into Loop_Entry Vector structures for each FPGA_Entry. The input and output Loop_Entries used in creating the FPGA_Entry object are already in the Vector for each FPGA_Entry. Each Loop_Entry represents a connection between modules, so the input and output Loop_Entry objects in the FPGA_Entry are also attached to a module at the other end of the connection. As mentioned previously in this section, each module is assigned an identifier by GNU Radio during flowgraph execution time. The start identifier and end identifier are stored in the Loop_Entry. For each Loop_Entry in the Set, it’s start identifier and end identifier are matched with Loop_Entry objects stored in each Loop_Entry Vector for each FPGA_Entry. This process is repeated until the Set of Loop_Entry objects is empty or until all the Loop_Entry objects have been assigned to a FPGA_Entry container. This process will assign all valid connections assuming that GNU Radio verifies the flowgraph that generates these connections.
Each GReasy block representing a hardware processing module generates a `Cell_Entry` for itself in its constructor. These constructors run before the start of the flowgraph converter algorithm and write these `Cell_Entries`. In the next step of the algorithm, each `Cell_Entries` is inserted into the right `FPGA_Entry` object based on the unique identifier of the `Cell_Entry` compared to the identifiers of the `Loop_Entries` already assigned to that `FPGA_Entry`. Each `FPGA_Entry` object contains a `Vector` of `Cell_Entry` objects populated in this step. Recall the GNU Radio identifiers associated with each start and end to a `Loop_Entry`. These identifiers are used to match `Cell_Entry` objects to their correct `FPGA_Entry`.

The next step in the flowgraph converter algorithm is to read in parameter data and match that with the correct `FPGA_Entry` based on the `Cell_Entry` objects stored in each `FPGA_Entry`. The parameter configuration steps will be left for Section 3.2 later in this chapter. What is important is the method of transferring parameter data to the modules after programming requires connections between modules, which are represented as `Loop_Entry` objects the same as other connections in the netlist. Each parameterized module has two parameter ports `param_in` and `param_out`, which are also stored in the module’s `Cell_Entry` object. When associating parameter data to a module, `Loop_Entry` objects are generated and connected to the associated module.

At this point, both `Loop_Entry` and `Cell_Entry` objects are assigned to the correct `FPGA_Entry` objects, but they are only associated by the matching unique identifier generated by GNU Radio. `Loop_Entry` objects are initialized without port name and width information, only the connection is signified. This includes the ports’ bitwidth and port names for both the start and end of the `Loop_Entry` connection. This port information is retrieved from the matching `Cell_Entry` objects. Again, the two entry objects, `Loop_Entry` and `Cell_Entry`, are matched with the unique identifier assigned by GNU Radio and the port information is shared between them. If a `Cell_Entry` shares an identifier with the start of a `Loop_Entry` then the `Cell_Entry` input port information is matched with that `Loop_Entry`. 
Recall the special `Loop_Entry` objects that were placed in their own `Set` and kept separate from any `FPGA_Entry`s. These connections represent physical hardware connections between devices. At this point in the process, those special connections are used to handle any commands the hardware needs to configure the data handlers such as the destination of the data being sent.

Once the data from those special connections are processed and assigned to the appropriate `FPGA_Entry` objects in the flowgraph, the EDIF netlists are generated from the connection, module, and net information assigned to each `FPGA_Entry`. This concludes the algorithm and the explanation of the improved flowgraph converter algorithm. Once the EDIFs are generated, they are processed by TFlow to generate the target bitstream.

### 3.2 Parameterized Modules

One of the most important new features of GReasy is the ability to parameterize modules. GNU Radio has parameterized software processing blocks. In an effort to replicate and, more importantly, expand GNU Radio’s features, parameter configuration is extended to hardware as well. Prior to these parameterized capabilities, a new module would need to be made to add any alternative functionality similar to existing blocks in the block library. As an example, if the user wanted a block to multiply the signal by some constant, a different block would have needed to be generated for each different multiplying value. This was a cumbersome solution, and not a proper replication of GNU Radio’s features. This section will detail the design choices made in parameterizing modules and an explanation of how a GNU Radio user can configure these parameters.

Parameters in GReasy hardware processing blocks can be configured by the user just the same as a software block parameter. In GRC or the python script generated by GRC, `top_block.py`, the user can set hardware modules’ parameters. Since the parameter configuration is independent of the FPGA configuration with TFlow, parameters can be reassigned
Figure 3.4: Parameterized modules are connected together sequentially. Parameter data is consumed by each module in the chain until the end of the chain of modules.

without having to reconfigure the whole device. This is the major draw to using parameters in hardware modules. Furthermore, parameters can be changed while the flowgraph is running using GNU Radio Variable control blocks. Variable control blocks allow parameters of typical software based GNU Radio blocks to be configured while the flowgraph is running [20].

A parameterized GReasy hardware module includes additional I/O ports recognized by GReasy as parameter configuration ports. These ports have standard names param_in and param_out. Both the param_in and param_out ports are 2-bits wide, 1-bit data and 1-bit valid. When parameters are configured they are sent to each parameter in a sequential fashion. Each 32-bit value is sent 1-bit at a time to the module, accompanied by a ”high” valid bit. As shown in Figure 3.3, modules are connected together, by connecting the static param_in output to the first Blacktop module’s param_in. Then, that first module’s param_out is connected to the next module’s param_in. This pattern continues until all parameterized modules have been connected.

Parameters inside a hardware module are stored as 32-bit registers, representing an unsigned integer. A standard parameter_module sub-module was created to standardize the parameter configuration and parameter storage process. The source code for this submodule
Figure 3.5: Parameterized Modules can be selected and display module properties. These properties are the user defined parameters that can be configured before or during run-time.

can be found in Appendix 1.b. This module contains a state machine to facilitate the parameter configuration. Before the parameter is configured all the modules in the Blacktop are reset to clear the parameter registers.

A portion of the flowgraph conversion algorithm explained in the previous section creates connections to the parameterized modules through the parameter ports. Parameterized modules are connected to each other in a sequential chain. When instances of GReasy blocks are created in GNU Radio, the C++ constructors for the GReasy FPGA blocks write parameter data to a temporary file in /tmp/param.dat. The parameter values are paired with the module’s unique identifier to match it with its module later in the flowgraph conversion algorithm later in the run-time process. The algorithm creates these parameter connections between modules. The algorithm for creating these connections for the EDIF is simple. The order of parameter configuration is independent of the order or orientation of the 32-bit data lines between the modules. Parameter connections can be made arbitrarily between modules as long as the order of the parameter configuration matches the order the modules are connected in the EDIF and later in the hardware implementation of the design.

Parameter data can be sent in raw Ethernet packets or terminal commands over ssh to an ARM running embedded Linux on a Zynq FPGA. In the case of the raw Ethernet packets, a raw Ethernet communication scheme had been designed in previous work. For the Virtex-5
design, a special hardware module was designed to handle this Ethernet-based communication scheme. In the bare-metal Zynq device, the ARM is configured with firmware that handles the Ethernet packets. In this protocol there are two different raw Ethernet packet types 0xDEAD and 0xBEEF, configuration and data processing packets respectively. The 0xDEAD packet type is for configuration data such as module parameter data or static configuration such as the design checksum used to verify the design programmed on the device. The communication scheme follows the protocol of the legacy USRP, and therefore it’s apparent that a new protocol is needed.

Parameter configuration occurs with these 0xDEAD Ethernet packets. Figure 3.6 shows how the 0xDEAD and 0xBEEF packets are structured. For both packet types, the body of the packet is preceded by the MAC address destination, source, and Ethernet packet type. In the case of the 0xDEAD packet, there’s an additional byte of flags, command byte, and then the body of the configuration data. The flag byte was not fully utilized with only the 6th and 7th bits of the byte used. The 7th bit functioned as the FPGA reset, the 6th bit triggered the FPGA to respond with an acknowledge packet containing the design checksum. If the design has not been given a checksum, then the board responds with a checksum of the
0's and the board is assumed to either have an empty or invalid design.

There is an additional command byte with a unique byte code for each command. There are five commands for the standard Virtex-5 interface and six commands for the bare-metal Zynq, both designs have the same commands except the Zynq has an additional command. Command byte 0x2 is asserted for sending parameter data in the body of the packet. Each parameter is 32 bits, of four bytes of data. The order that parameter modules are connected together from the Blacktop param_in to Blacktop param_out is the same order that parameters are ordered in the packet.

When the parameter data is received by the device, the packet is parsed and the parameter data is sent to the FPGA Blacktop, where the parameterized modules await configuration. In the Virtex-5 design a hardware FIFO converts from the bytes of parameter data into single bits that are pushed into the Blacktop with the modules. The Zynq bare-metal firmware design works in the same way but does this in software. Parameters are sent one bit at a time, with the most significant bit sent first. When a parameter_module submodule has received 32 bits of data, it acts as a pass-through so the next parameter_module in the sequence receives the parameter data.

When the Zynq is running an embedded Linux, the configuration Ethernet packets are bypassed for an alternative scheme. A simple Python script based on the ARM is executed
by ssh from the commanding host. The script takes in a set of 32-bit numbers and sequentially writes one bit at a time to the exposed one bit register in the FPGA static design that is connected to the param_in Blacktop port. When data is written to the register from the ARM, the param_in valid bit is asserted for one clock cycle.

When all the parameter data has been configured, a final bit is passed through all the parameter_module modules back to the Blacktop param_out. Valid data coming out of param_out triggers the recognition that the parameters have been successfully been configured. This section has given an overview of the design and process of configuring a GReasy enable FPGA device with module parameter data.

3.3 Multiple Clocks

In an effort to create a more versatile radio platform, TFlow and GReasy have been expanded to accommodate a design with multiple clocks. An update to both GReasy’s enhancements to GNU Radio and the static hardware design enable the user to select between multiple clocking options for hardware modules. The selection can be made either at run-time as a GNU Radio block parameter or a module can have a clock designation assigned when the module is registered into TFlow and GNU Radio.

Originally in the Zynq platform, the Blacktop, or dynamic, region of the design was clocked with a clock generated by the processor. With the new radio front end, ADC FM-COMMS1, attached to the target FPGA, data should be processed in the same clock domain as the data input. The details of this front-end will be further explained in later Chapters. The important thing to note here is that this ADC/DAC front-end generates clocks based on the sample rate of the converted signal. Designs that use data from the front-end should be in the same clock domain and should not be separated by a FIFO or other mechanism to convert from domains.

The radio front-end generates two different clocks for the ADC and DAC. If a hardware
design used the ADC data as input, then it is attached to the ADC clock, same goes with
the DAC output and the DAC clock. The default clock in the Blacktop was designated as
the ADC clock, in the current version of the static. The hardware designer can change that
default to the DAC clock by naming the hardware module’s clock dac_clk instead of clk.
A future version of the static could very easily re-include the processor generated clock as
another clocking option for the Zynq platform, but for now those are the two options.

After registering the hardware module with GReasy, the user can generate a flowgraph
that includes modules using either clock. In the EDIF generation flow, a Net_Entry object
is used to organize and store the connections two the reset and clock lines of the design. The
reset, called rst, and the clock, called clk or dac_clk – each have their own Net_Entry
object. When clock lines are assigned, if a module’s clock is called clk, then it is connected
into the clk Net_Entry, else if the clock is called dac_clk, then it is connected into the
dac_clk Net_Entry. It is easy to expand this functionality if another clock line is added
to the design.
Chapter 4

Transition to Zynq and Beyond

This chapter discusses the transition to the Zynq and 7-Series FPGA family. Previously, GReasy could only target the Virtex-5 FPGA family. The Zynq and 7-Series are more modern offerings from Xilinx. The Zynq expands the use-models of GReasy with its unique architecture that includes a embedded dual core ARM processor on the same fabric as the reconfigurable region. This chapter will detail the final Zynq Static design, the exploration of the Zynq in the bare-metal firmware implementation, and the second iteration of the Zynq design based on an embedded Linux running on the ARM. The discussion of the design here is the XC7045 device.

4.1 Zynq Static Design

Much like the Virtex-5 FPGA design based on TFlow, the Zynq FPGA design is split into two distinct regions, the Static region, and the Blacktop, otherwise known as the Dynamic region. The Static design contains the data handlers and data preprocessing. In the Zynq Static design these data handlers and pre/post-processors include interfaces to
the ADC/DAC board, input and output interfaces to the ARM processor, and interfaces to other Zynq boards through unique high speed FMC-to-SATA connecters. Inside the static there is also a Chipscope IP core connected to the input and output connections of the Blacktop that can be used to debug modules inside the Blacktop, connected to those ports. This section will discuss the hardware design of these components in the Zynq Static hardware design. The FPGA design contains many components that make up the Static Region of the design. Many of these components are derived from the FMCOMM reference design, because they are required hardware components to interface and use the FMCOMM ADC/DAC board. There is also HDMI controller logic that connects the embedded ARM to the HDMI port on the development board to enable a visual interface to the user of the embedded Linux running on the ARM. These components are not important features to go into detail about. The important aspect of them is that they are required to interface with the ADC and DAC capabilities of the FMCOMM board.

The bulk of the data handling is done in the greasy_lite hardware module in the Static design. This VHDL module connects all the data sources and sinks to the Blacktop design. In the Zynq XC7045 design, the interface between the ARM and the reconfigurable region is
handled through memory mapped registers. Another possible way to interface between the two regions is through a direct memory access (DMA) scheme, which is used in the other Zynq ZC7020 design. There are eight 32-bit registers used for data transfer between the ARM and FPGA. Register 0x0 is used a control register with various information about the static design conveyed in 1-bit flags. Registers 0x4 and 0x8, are input to the Blacktop from the ARM, called in0 and in1. Registers 0xC and 0x10 are output from the Blacktop to the ARM, called out0 and out1. Register 0x14 is the interface between the ARM and the Blacktop for the param_in port and register 0x18 is the param_out port. Only one bit of those registers is actually used since one bit of parameter data is transferred to hardware at a time. The final register, 0x1C contains data count information for the FIFO interfaces used between various components of the static design.

In the current form of the FPGA design, the Blacktop interfaces from the ARM to the FPGA are largely unused. Input data is most commonly derived from the ADC port, which is hard coded to be connected to the Blacktop in1, input port. The ADC provides two sets of data to the FPGA, corrected and raw. The corrected data goes through its own conversion algorithm. In this design, the user can choose between the corrected data or the raw data, which is pre-processed through a custom process. The data from the ADC board
comes in as signed 14-bits I and 14-bits Q each clock cycle. Since the GReasy hardware modules in the Blacktop design expect 16 bits, the most significant bit is repeated for the top three most significant bits. When the raw data comes in to the module, the I/Q data is askew. After repeating the MSB, the data is corrected by adding constant values, -75 and 30, to the I/Q data respectively.

The Blacktop module, in which TFlow precompiled modules can be placed, has input and output ports that connect to different data sources. Inputs are named in[#] and outputs are named out[#]. In0 and In1 connect to the ARM processor input registers. In1 can also be switched using a control register from the ARM to instead be connected to the ADC input. This is typically the case. In2–5 are inputs to receive data from other FPGAs over high speed SATA connectors. Outputs 0 and 1 are connected to output registers to the ARM. Out2–4 are connected to the high speed SATA connectors to send data to other FPGAs. Out5 is connected to the DAC.

4.2 Bare-metal Firmware Exploration

The initial design on the Zynq platform used the embedded ARM as an FPGA controller and Ethernet packet handler with bare-metal firmware. The Zynq development board used in the testing platform requires Ethernet communication to pass through the ARM, so it makes sense to use the ARM as a controller to the FPGA.

The FPGA needs to be programmed before the firmware is programmed to the ARM, when using the bare-metal firmware design. The ARM begins by initializing Ethernet configuration, switching to promiscuous mode to enable raw Ethernet based communication like the previous Virtex-5 platform. A specialized start_greasy_application function opens the Ethernet port to accept configuration and data packets. After that, the init_zynq_static function initializes the data structures used in the interfacing with the FPGA. Then the pre-made xcomm_demo function initializes and configures the FMC connect ADC card, which it does through the FPGA static design.
Figure 4.3: Flow of bare-metal firmware code
Once the initialization sequence is complete, the firmware goes into an infinite while loop. Inside the loop, the ARM listens for new Ethernet packets and data from the FPGA that will be sent back to the host or another Ethernet connect FPGA platform. Raw Ethernet packet communication is platform independent, since it is the same scheme as Virtex-5, so a Virtex-5 and Zynq can be in the same network.

Raw Ethernet packets sent to the ARM contain configuration or data packets for the FPGA, so those get processed in this loop. The 0xBEEF packet type contains I/Q data meant to be processed by the FPGA. Data that are sent to the FPGA are first put into a software FIFO. The entire content of the Ethernet packet is put into a FIFO. In a separate stage of the loop, if there is data in a designated data FIFO, then it is emptied into the FPGA all at once. This process is the same for both input data channels from the ARM to the FPGA.

The 0xDEAD packet type contains configuration data. Configuration data are processed by the `eth_pkt_process_param` function. A buffer holds the Ethernet packet payload data. First, the parameter flags are fetched from the payload buffer. The flags are a byte of one bit Booleans. These flags were already introduced and explained in Chapter 3, Section
2. Next is the command byte. This byte contains a code that corresponds with a type of parameter being set. Command 0x2 is associated with setting module parameters. The first parameter in the body of the packet is the number of parameters that follow it. For each 32-bit parameter, each bit of the parameter from MSB to LSB is put into a software FIFO. That FIFO functions the same as the data channel FIFOs. Commands 0x3 and 0x4 both set the destination address of the two Ethernet connected outputs of the FPGA Blacktop that go through the ARM. Command 0x5 sets the ARM to store the checksum generated by the host computer associated with the EDIF netlist the FPGA design is generated from. The last command, 0x6, is for ADC/DAC configuration.

There are two ways to program the FPGA with a design bitstream: using the JTAG to target the Zynq XC7Z045 takes a considerable time, at around one minute to program the whole device. The other way to program the device is using a custom 0xF00D Ethernet packet in which the bitstream is transfered through Ethernet packets to the ARM. This takes a much shorter time, but the whole platform is busy during that configuration time. This programming scheme leaves room for improvement.

The FPGA bare-metal firmware design was a first attempt to replicating the functionality of the Virtex-5 for the Zynq. A limitation of this design is the emphasis on Ethernet communication between boards. The Zynq development boards require Ethernet communication to pass-through the ARM processor before the FPGA can process it since that is the physical hardware connection on the board. The ARM could easily become occupied with processing those data packets, filling up FIFOs and hindering the real time capabilities of the platform. The maximum throughput in this configuration was found to be about 20 MB/s, or five 32-bit Msps. This is far less than desired for this platform. An answer to this problem was to focus more on the ADC input and create a custom FMC to SATA interface between the boards that could have higher throughput capabilities and bypass the ARM. The ARM doesn’t need to run a custom bare-metal firmware. An alternative use of the ARM is to run embedded Linux.
4.3 Embedded Linux

Embedded Linux enables easier control over the platform. There are obvious implications and improvements in a Linux based platform over embedded firmware. The user can more easily customize the platform using a package manager or with their own software enabled by the full Ubuntu Linux environment.

To program a bitstream with embedded Linux, the file is converted into a binary file, which is the reverse order of the generated bitstream. Xilinx provides a method for doing this, but a custom script was created so there was less restrictions on the capability of the embedded platform. Once generated, the binary file is piped to /dev/xdevcfg to actually configure the reconfigurable device. By default, this reconfigures the whole device. In initial tests, this was not a problem. In fact, programming through this method was significantly faster than programming over JTAG. Eventually, when HDMI drivers were incorporated into the FPGA static, programming the whole device interrupted that capability and hindered the usability of the embedded Linux platform. sought to overcome this challenge.

Embedded Linux also gives a capability to install GReasy on the ARM. With both GReasy enhanced GNU Radio and TFlow installed on the ARM, the FPGA/ARM can become a fully capable SDR platform on its own, untethered from a host. This is further made capable by the independence of vendor tools by using TFlow to generate the design bitstreams.

4.3.1 Embedded Linux Enabled Partial Reconfiguration

Programming a design for the Zynq XC7Z045 takes significantly more time than the Virtex-5. Programming a Zynq takes about a minute, for full configuration. This minute hinders the rapid prototyping characteristic that is desired in this project. A partial reconfiguration like flow was developed to cut down on configuration time of the FPGA design to an order of just a few seconds. This is possible by enabling partial reconfiguration on the Zynq device and piping the binary file to /dev/xdevcfg.
Partial reconfiguration on the Zynq enables faster reconfiguration between designs. As shown, in Figure 4.5, the board is programmed with an initial design consisting of the static design and an empty Blacktop area. After generating a full bitstream with TFlow, a partial bitstream is generated by calculating the difference between the initial empty Blacktop design and the new populated design. This partial bitstream is then used to program the board to the target design. To program the board to a different design, a partial bitstream is generated to configure the board back to the initial empty Blacktop design. Once the board is empty, it can be reprogrammed with a different target design. Alternatively, a ”hyperpath” can be used to generate a partial bitstream from two different full designs.
4.4 Zynq Enabled Use Models

Much like the software blocks found in GNU Radio, blocks in the FPGA hardware block library are dragged and dropped to create a flowgraph radio design. This intuitive structure for designs and integration into GNU Radio make GReasy easy to use for radio designers. A number of different use models of GReasy are possible with the Zynq FPGA platform that combines reconfigurable logic with an embedded ARM processor. In this section, these use models will be examined.

4.4.1 Desktop Host Traditional GNU Radio

GReasy is modified GNU Radio with FPGA processing support. Traditional GNURadio software processing is not disrupted by the modifications made in GReasy. Radio designers already familiar with GNU Radio can still make flowgraphs that target software processing blocks. The aim of GReasy is to augment the capabilities of GNU Radio without hindering it.

4.4.2 Desktop Host GReasy

The entry model of GReasy is to connect an augmented FPGA to a host desktop running modified GNU Radio. Radio signal processing blocks that would normally be mapped to software on the GNU Radio host can be replaced with higher throughput hardware blocks on auxiliary FPGA hardware. The bitstreams are compiled on-the-fly in a matter of seconds without disturbing the instant gratification characteristic of GNU Radio.
4.4.3 Embedded Traditional GNU Radio

The low power utilization of the ARM core opens up many embedded and portable applications that are unrealizable with a traditional x86 machine. The ARM core also provides the ability to run a full installation of GNU Radio in an efficient low power package. This enables the use of flowgraphs that were developed on this unique platform as well as using GNU Radio Companion for interactive development right on the ARM. This opens the possibility to deploy a GReasy capable system on an embedded test platform in a variety of environments in the field. GReasy is no longer limited by the need to be tethered to a desktop host.

4.4.4 Embedded GReasy

Embedded GReasy combines the rapid reconfiguration of GReasy with the embedded benefits of the ARM platform. Most radio designs have high speed sections that are parallel and repetitive as well as low speed sections that are often more serial. Components that require high throughput would not be efficient use of the embedded processor so they can be mapped to the programmable logic. High speed components such as down mixers and FIR filters perform well on programmable logic, while many low speed tasks such as protocol parsing are best performed on a general purpose processor. Embedded GReasy makes it possible to assign these tasks to their most efficient target all on a single chip.

4.4.5 Multiple Models and Devices

A radio designer can easily target multiple use cases in the same flowgraph. Using the GReasy desktop, Zynq boards can be clustered together and desktop software components can be mixed with embedded software components on the Zynq’s ARM as well as hardware
Figure 4.6: Multiple uses and models can be targeted in a single flowgraph.

components on the Zynq programmable logic. Alternatively, while targeting an embedded GReasy flow on a Zynq ARM, ARM software processing blocks and hardware processing blocks can both be used together. An embedded GReasy flow can also interact with the GReasy desktop flow. Multiple of these boards can interact with one another as well, either through the Ethernet communication on the ARMs or the SATA communication through the hardware. Two users could even create interacting flowgraphs between different platforms, with two desktops controlling different nodes in the cluster or an embedded platform node interacting with a desktop controlled portion of the cluster.
Chapter 5

Merging with GNU Radio 3.7

It’s important to keep GReasy relevant and up to date in the current tools that are out there in the open-source community. When work on GReasy first began, it targeted GNU Radio 3.3. That is now years old and GNU Radio is at Version 3.7, with a plethora of improvements. The jump simply from 3.6 to 3.7 was significant and has been a well known milestone within the GNU Radio community. It made sense to update GReasy up to this version. This section will detail the differences between Versions 3.3 and 3.7 as well as the new features and technology introduced in the new version. In this section, GReasy’s integration into the new GNU Radio 3.7 will be explained such as challenges and solutions that were found in this integration process.

The differences between GNU Radio Versions 3.3 and 3.7 are numerous. The overall structure of the source files and directories is entirely different. A large portion of the block library was rearranged into a more flattened and organized structure. Different tools are used to build GNU Radio. New utility tools make creating modules easier and streamlined. Significant and new features include ControlPort, new QTGUI enhancements, and new performance measurement tools for software processing blocks. ControlPort is a new interface for standardizing remote procedure calls.
5.1 Updated File/Directory Structure

The overall structure of the GNU Radio source has been changed significantly in release, 3.7. Therefore, GReasy should also follow suit and accommodate to these code changes by integrating into the new code structure while maintaining the same functionality as in GNU Radio 3.3.

GReasy built on GNU Radio 3.3 used a number of "hooks" in the run-time code to generate flowgraph information needed to generate an EDIF netlist of the hardware design. The process of generating this EDIF has already been explained in Chapter 3, Section 1. The structure of the GNU Radio run-time code was flattened in the transition to 3.7. The run-time code used to be a sub-directory in the gnuradio-core directory, which also contained the core C++ block library and utility functions that could be used to analyze the data in Octave or Matlab. In 3.7, the gnuradio-core directory was split based on different purposes to flatten the structure of the source code. The run-time code is now located in gnuradio-runtime in its own directory at the top of the GNU Radio source.

Each directory at the top of the GNU Radio source then contains subdirectories: apps, examples, include, lib, python, and swig. These are mostly self-explanatory. Header files that include support functions and classes are located in the include directory. The lib directory contains the bulk of the C++ code. The swig directory contains the special SWIG scripts that generate the Python wrappers to interface and use C++ with Python code. The python directory contains Python code that calls the SWIG wrapper functions that interface with C++. Block library based directories, such as gr-blocks or gr-afpga (GReasy’s FPGA based block library), also contain a sub-directory grc that contains the XML representations of blocks used by the graphical GNU Radio Companion.

GNU Radio and GReasy run-time code is contained in gnuradio-runtime/lib. As in GNU Radio 3.3, connections between modules in the flowgraph are written to a file in the function connect in the file flowgraph.cc. If a connection between blocks made by the GNU Radio user contains a block at the start or end of the connection from the afpga
block library, then that connection is written to the fpga_connection.txt file temporarily stored in /tmp. This file is used to store this information that is used later in the custom EDIF generation code given in Chapter 3, Section 1. This code is executed from the start function in top_block_impl.cc. The start function is the code that literally starts the execution of the flowgraph functions. The GReasy run-time code occurs as a final step before flowgraph blocks start data processing.

In addition to improving the EDIF construction algorithm, the GReasy run-time code was reorganized to be better integrated into GNU Radio, in an effort to plan for the future of GReasy as a potential release received by the open-source community. GReasy run-time code is in the subdirectory greasy in the lib directory of gnuradio-runtime. The main connect_edif function that generates the EDIF netlist is in gr_easy_edif_connector.cc. This is the function called by top_block_impl.cc function start.

The connect_edif function calls code from other source files in that greasy sub-
directory. Gr_easy_edif_data.cc and .h contain declarations and definitions of the Entry classes, which are data structures that store EDIF netlist data. Examples of these are the module representations given as Cell_Entry objects and connections between modules given as Loop_Entry objects. These Entry classes are defined in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 1. The legacy Ethernet packet communication code to configure the device before data processing is found in this directory as well. These are located in gr_easy_packet_creator.h and gr_easy_raw_ethernet.h. This configuration scheme is used by the Virtex-5 and bare-metal firmware Zynq platforms.

Much like GReasy based on GNU Radio 3.3, the GNU Radio library of FPGA processing blocks are located in the directory gr-afpga located in the GNU Radio source top. The legacy communication based on the legacy USRP data transfer during run time, written by Charles Irick [2] has been ported to be incorporated into this directory. This data transfer and communication is used by the Virtex-5 and bare-metal firmware Zynq platforms. This data handling code was one of the more difficult code transitions because it included some dependencies of GNU Radio code that has been either reorganized or outright eliminated, these dependencies being gruel, omnithread and some extra math functions originally defined in the gnuradio-core directory that are now in gnuradio-runtime.

The gr-afpga directory was generated using the gr_modtools utility as an out-of-tree-module library, the process of which will be further explained in this Chapter, Section 3. Much like an in-tree-module library in the vanilla GNU Radio 3.7, the gr-afpga library contains the same standard subdirectories with the same code organization. The GReasy afpga block library is compiled separately from the main GNU Radio source as explained in the next section.

Finally, the customized Variable blocks used in FPGA parameter configuration are mostly unchanged. The directory in the GNU Radio top source that contains these Variable blocks is gr-wxgui. This directory contain blocks based on the wxgui library in Python, which in turn is based on the wxPython library. The wx-gui library has the standard subdirectories. The customized code is placed in the Python subdirectory, altering the converters.py,
forms.py and includes the custom file parameters.py. These alterations handle the parameter configuration communication needed to configure parameters while the GNU Radio flowgraph, and more importantly the auxiliary FPGA(s) are processing data.

5.2 Build Tools

GNU Radio 3.3 is built using automake [29]. Automake is a tool for generating makefiles from Makefile.am files. In the extended GNU Radio 3.3 that was GReasy, out-of-tree modules in the gr-afpga block library were built using the same automake tools as the rest of GNU Radio.

GNU Radio 3.6 and 3.7 are built using CMake [30]. CMake is a cross platform build system that is used in conjunction with native build tools. CMake command files labeled CMakeLists.txt are located in every directory in a project with commands and messages. CMake can generate a native build environment that will compile source code, create libraries, generate wrappers and build executables in arbitrary combinations. CMake is designed to support complex directory hierarchies and applications dependent on several libraries, which happens to be the case for GNU Radio.

The new build process using the CMake build system requires the user to build the GNU Radio top and the gr-afpga module library separately since gr-afpga is an out-of-tree module. This makes it easier and faster to make changes or add additional components to the gr-afpga library without having to recompile the entire GNU Radio source. GNU Radio now comes with its own build script called build-gnuradio that works for Fedora or Ubuntu systems, but still requires the user build the gr-afpga module library or other separately. If the user desires to do it manually, there’s a straightforward process to do so. CMake compiles source into its own build directory separate from the source being compiled in an effort to keep the source directories less cluttered. The initial build of GNU Radio requires the user to make the build directory. Then, after navigating into the new build...
directory the user inputs the command `cmake ../` to populate the build directory with the CMake scripts in the GNU Radio source. Still in the build directory, all that’s left is running `make`. These same steps are used to build the out-of-tree modules individually with their own build directory such as `gr-afpga`.

### 5.3 Module Registration

There is a predefined process for creating a FPGA processing module and registering it with GReasy. To register a component, first the user needs to implement the hardware design using traditional vendor tools such as Xilinx ISE or Vivado. After the user has created their hardware design, the source of that design is compiled and registered into the TFlow module library. That registration process generates metadata including an EDIF netlist of the top module. That EDIF netlist is placed into the GNU Radio `afpga` module library under the subdirectory `gr-afpga`. This EDIF is used to generate information later used when connecting modules together in the flowgraph.

GNU Radio 3.7 introduced a new utility tool called `gr_modtool` used to assist in the creation of out-of-tree modules and module libraries. In the creation of a module, a portion of the required code is just boilerplate code and `Makefile` editing as defined by the GNU Radio Blocks Coding Guide \[31\]. `gr_modtool` aims to reduce this monotony of creating a new module by automating much of this process. On its own, `gr_modtool` generates the boilerplate code in the `include`, `lib`, `swig`, and `grc` directories. If the user wants to generate testing code, those boilerplate components can be generated as well. The `include` and `lib` directories contain the core C++ code of the GNU Radio block and `swig` directory contains the SWIG script to generate the Python interfaces to the C++ code. The code generation is aided by the Python powered template engine and code generator, Cheetah \[32\].

GReasy based on GNU Radio 3.3 had its own module creation script that read in the
module EDIF to extract information about the module and use that in the module creation process. By combining efforts from the previous GReasy module registration script called register and building a customized script around the gr_modtool, GReasy in GNU Radio 3.7 has gr_easy_modtool located in the gr-afpga library directory.

The gr_easy_modtool script reads in user defined command line arguments. The user can define the target EDIF to be read in by the script, and therefore the module being created. The device family, whether Virtex-5, Zynq, or Kintex can be defined. The names of the reset and clock lines are defined, but defaulted to rst and clk based on the GReasy module creation standards [33]. If the module has parameters, the user defines those parameters in this module registration script first by inputting the number of parameters as a command line argument and then defining the names and default values of those parameters later if that flag is set. After reading in the command line arguments, the first thing the custom modtool script does is run gr_modtool to generate the boilerplate base code for the desired module.

The gr_modtool script uses Cheetah to generate the C++ boilerplate code. A custom Cheetah template was created for modules in the gr-afpga block library. The standard and customized Cheetah template source can be found in the file templates.py in the source for gr_modtool located in the gr-utils directory at the GNU Radio source top. This template is targeted by running gr_modtool with the option of generating an afpga type module.

Once gr_modtool has generated those bits of code, gr_easy_modtool proceeds with the steps similar to the previous GReasy registration script found in GNU Radio 3.3. The EDIF for the module is searched for input and output port information. This information is used by the C++ constructor to generate data used in the flowgraph construction phase when the user executes the flowgraph containing FPGA processing blocks. This is also used in generating an XML representation of of the block. The XML representation needs an accurate depiction of the input and output data ports so the use can connect other modules or data sources and sinks to it correctly. A known bug of gr_modtool is the improper
generation of XML, so we replace that with our own XML generated by `gr_easy_modtool` with the metadata derived from the module EDIF.
Chapter 6

Implementations and Results

This chapter provides an overview of the implementations of this work with real hardware and real radio designs based on these tools. Using GReasy, a radio designer, who is a non-expert in hardware design, can create radios targeting reconfigurable hardware. The goal here is to prove that these tools have a real-world application, enable rapid compilation of hardware to non-experts, and could be useful outside of just a research toy.

6.1 Demo Platforms

Through the iterations of this work, there were a number of hardware platforms made to demonstrate the GReasy/TFlow enabled Zynq device.

When first developing the Zynq support infrastructure, a Zynq board was attached to the legacy Virtex-5 Demo platform as an additional FPGA in the cluster. Data could be transferred via Ethernet to and from the Virtex-5 FPGAs, the newly added Zynq board, and the GNU Radio host. Real radio data could be collected by the old platform’s high speed ADC and transferred to the Zynq through a Virtex-5. This was a primitive platform meant only for initial testing but was an important first step in the process of creating
Zynq capable platform. This initial test demonstrated that multiple hardware platforms, of different hardware families could be connected in a GReasy flowgraph and perform signal processing applications cooperatively.

The next platform iteration was the main platform used to demo the project. This platform includes an ADC front-end, an expandable number of Zynq FPGA development boards, and a custom 3-D LED visualization cube. This set up is shown in Figure 6.1. The ADC is attached via FMC to the Zynq XC7Z045 dev board, while the additional Zynq boards are connected to the XC7Z045 via FMC-to-SATA connectors to enable higher speed data transfer than the Ethernet through ARM. Radio data is received from the ADC radio card and that data is preprocessed to reduce, decimate, or split the data in some way on the Zynq XC7Z045 front end. Then the remaining Zynq ZED Boards can perform additional processing on the data before transferring the output through the DMA interface to the ARM, which is running software that commands the visualization cube through raw Ethernet packets.
6.1.1 ADC/DAC Capabilities

The AD-FMCOMMS1-EBZ from Analog Devices is a high-speed analog module that provides GReasy with a radio front-end and connects to the Zynq test platform over the FMC LPC port, which then connects to the FPGA static [34]. The FMCOMMS1-EBZ radio card enables a variety of wireless communications functions at the physical layer, from baseband to RF. This RF module is software tunable, from the Zynq ARM, across a wide frequency range (400MHz to 4GHz) with 125MHz of channel bandwidth (250MSPS ADC, 1GSPS DAC). Figure 6.2 shows the block diagram of the reference design from Analog Devices that provides a hardware interface for the FMCOMMS1-EBZ radio front-end.

In the Analog Devices reference design, the data are transferred between the processor memory and the RF module using a DMA engine. This approach is satisfactory for software-only processing in the ARM but introduces performance bottleneck (CPU-in-the-middle).

The GReasy Zynq-based FPGA static uses this reference design only to provide an initial configuration to the RF module. After the radio parameters are initialized, the reference design is replaced with a pruned-down light-weight version that provides a direct interface
Figure 6.3: Cognitive Radio Test Bed. The stack of XC7Z020’s are fully connected to one another through the FMC to SATA interfaces. Photo by Ryan Marlow, 2014.

between the FMC card and the GReasy design in the FPGA sandbox. The current FPGA static supports data acquisition directly from the RX path, without ARM intervention.

6.1.2 Cognitive Radio Platform

It’s worth mentioning that an additional hardware platform was made using five Zynq based FPGA boards. This platform was developed as a cognitive radio test-bed. Without going into the specific details of other students’ thesis work, a brief explanation of an application will be given but more can be found in each of their theses [35] [36]. The platform uses a Zedboard with a Zynq FPGA as a controller of the other four boards, XC7Z020 development boards. Each board runs an embedded GReasy flowgraph with FPGA capabilities targeting the reconfigurable fabric of itself.

A radio data file can be loaded onto the platform’s controlling board, a Zedboard. As an example, the controlling board could have an FFT or some other signal analyzing application.
Based on the output of the radio data analysis, the controller board can decide to reprogram the other boards with radio processing applications such as changing the receiving tuner frequency, applying some filtering to the signal, or modifying the modulation scheme.

6.2 GReasy Hardware Modules

In order to test and verify the new Zynq platform, a number of radio designs were created along with some non-radio designs used to demonstrate the capabilities of the platform. This section will detail the concepts and implementations of these designs.

6.2.1 BPSK Demod Design

This design is composed of three GReasy hardware modules, each represented as separate FPGA block in the GNU Radio flowgraph. The first block is a decimator, which decimates the signal by 16. The next block is the main BPSK demodulator, which converts the input radio signal into a stream of binary based on the phase of the signal. The final block is a data recovery block, which converts that stream of binary into ASCII characters by locating a header value and then building bytes of data after that known header value. This design was derived from the Virtex-5, but was never fully functional on the Zynq device. It was still used as a test for resource constraints and the run-time assembly phase of TFlow.

6.2.2 Zigbee

A reliable way to verify the new platform is to transfer known working designs from legacy hardware to the new platform. A Zigbee receiver module was first used to demonstrate the radio processing capabilities of the Virtex-5 based GReasy platform.

An important aspect of a radio design is its processing of the radio signal in real time.
Therefore, it was important to replicate the environment of the old system as much as possible. The previous Virtex-5 Blacktop ran at a clock rate of 60MHz. The Zynq Blacktop design derives its clock from the ADC, which has set values to the clock rate that are possible. The closest clock rate the platform can get to 60MHz is 61.44MHz. The Zigbee receiver needed to be modified with a hesitator signal to compensate for the difference. In addition, it was given that a phase detection submodule was expecting a change in phase in the modulation scheme after five samples of data. This was determined to be wrong and changed to 30 samples based on debugging experiments with the Xilinx debug utility, Chipscope [37].

Radio data is received through the ADC at 2.41 GHz carrier frequency, as specified by the Zigbee specifications [38]. The ADC downsamples the signal to 61.44MHz, which is also the clock rate driving the Blacktop design, which includes the Zigbee receiver hardware module. The output of that module is demodulated data from the Zigbee signal that can then go through a ”data recovery” stage with an additional hardware module, or the data can be transferred to software for that step before it is dumped to a text file or used to drive the visualization cube.

### 6.2.3 Tuner

A module that benefits from parameterization is the frequency tuner module. Prior to custom parameter modules, every different value of tuning would require a new hardware block in the module library even though the difference between modules would be a simple value change. Module parameter configuration minimizes the waste of repeated library components by combining modules with similar functionality where simple value configurations can alter the module functionality. The tuner module contains two parameters that can be configured during flowgraph run-time, which are a value from 0-5 and a direction: positive or negative. The tuner block uses these values to tune the frequency from -50% to 50% from the baseband frequency value.
6.2.4 DES Encryption

As another use case for parameter configuration, DES encryption and decryption modules were implemented and added to the TFlow library. Each encryption/decryption module has two 32-bit parameters associated with it, each making up a 64-bit key. Each 64 bit key is operated on to generate 48-bit sub-keys for different steps of shifting in encryption. Despite that the encryption keys are sent in plaintext in the parameter configuration stage, the nature of DES makes that knowledge almost useless without reverse engineering the exact shift ciphering and sub-key generation algorithms used by the module.

DES encryption is a good match for FPGAs because of the ciphers that are used to encrypt data can be parallel processes. Streaming data through DES involves many stages of shifting and ciphering the input message. Much of the calculation and ciphering performed in DES can be done with simple logic or arithmetic operations. Other than using a BRAM to hold generated sub-keys, the rest of the algorithm is built with the FPGA configurable logic blocks.

6.2.5 Cube Experiments

As a means of displaying the capabilities of TFlow and GReasy in a flashy and fun way, a 3-D LED cube was incorporated into the demo platform. The cube is made up of 512 full RGB LED lights. Each LED can be individually programmed or one can use an established Python API for easy display of patterns or symbols on the cube. Some special demonstrations were made that used the cube while also highlighting GReasy and TFlow. As an example, the Zigbee receiver was used to receive a message and print that message on the cube. Other cube explorations include 2-D and 3-D versions of the game of life and various ”animations”. These explorations were used as demonstrations of TFlow’s independence of GReasy. The cube is shown in Figure 6.4.
6.3 Results

Tests were performed to gather data on bitstream compilation time of the desktop and embedded GReasy using TFlow as well as resource utilization of precompiled modules in TFlow. The desktop environment targeted the Zynq-7000 SoC ZC706 FPGA development board, while the embedded environment was run on a ZedBoard equipped with a Zynq-7000 ZC702 chip on the Zedboard. The desktop program was run in Ubuntu 13.04 64-bitwidth GNU Radio 3.3. The host computer is equipped with an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz x 8 CPU and 7.8 GB of RAM. The ZedBoard has a Cortex-A9 ARM @ 866MHz x 2 CPU and 1 GB of RAM with Linaro Ubuntu 13.09 32-bit with GNU Radio 3.7.

In the first phase of TFlow design, modules are precompiled and added to the TFlow module library while representations of the modules are registered to GNURadio as well. In the precompilation phase, modules are placed and shaped into rectangular regions on the FPGA fabric. They are currently constrained to being placed around clock region coordinates, so there are some resources wasted in the process. Table 6.1 shows example designs and resource allocations when shaped and mapped for TFlow placement compared to the
Table 6.1: Resource Usage of Precompiled Modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>CLB</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decimate By 16</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSK Demod</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Recovery</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full BPSK Design</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Receiver</td>
<td>Alloc</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

required resources when compiled with the vendor tools.

The speed up in bitstream generation with TFlow is considerable. The next few tables, 6.2-6.5 provide comparisons between vendor tools and different variations of TFlow. Table 6.2 gives the compilation time in seconds to generate a bitstream for four SDR designs. Table 6.2 compilation time includes the entire static design as well as the hardware processing modules as that is the design that is being fully assembled by TFlow in the design assembly phase.

A step in the TFlow compilation process is reading in XML files, which can take a considerable amount of time. It was determined that by converting these XML files to binary files instead, the time to read in and process the data in those files drops significantly. Table 6.3 and 6.4 provide the results that demonstrate that improvement. The current version of GReasy uses this binary conversion because, as the tables show, much time is saved with this change. Regardless of file conversion or not, there is significant time saved by using TFlow over traditional vendor tools to generate a bitstream. By incorporating TFlow into GNU Radio and using it as the backbone of GReasy, rapid bitstream assembly is enabled. Using
Table 6.2: Assembly Time Using Traditional Vendor Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full BPSK Design</td>
<td>1184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>1122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Receiver</td>
<td>1106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Assembly Time with GReasy Desktop without binary conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full BPSK Demod</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Receiver</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FPGAs in the loop of GNU Radio does not significantly hinder the minimal turn-around times expected from the rapid prototyping platform.

While the gains in TFlow are significant, these tables might not be providing the entire story. These tables show the times to generate a bitstream from precompiled components. The static design region and the modules placed in the Blacktop design region require time for precompilation. This varies depending on the size of those designs, but are done with traditional vendor tools. The times to generate a static design are similar to the times given in Table 6.2. The difference here is that, much like the name implies, the static region can remain static between designs. The idea is the user has some determined pre/post pro-

Table 6.4: Assembly Time with GReasy Desktop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full BPSK Demod</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Receiver</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.5: GReasy Modules Precompilation Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decimate By 16</td>
<td>480.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSK Demod</td>
<td>490.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Recovery</td>
<td>502.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>461.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>523.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Receiver</td>
<td>455.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

processing that will be performed in every design, so the static only needs to be generated once. Modules placed in the Blacktop too only need to be generated once. Table 6.5 gives compilation times of pregenerating the components used in the test designs in the other tables. Much like the static generation, this precompilation of modules only needs to happen once, or each time a module needs to be changed.

Times for design assembly on the embedded GReasy platform are in Table 6.6. There is some lost performance from running TFlow on an embedded platform, but that does not outweigh the benefit of compiling full hardware designs on an embedded platform. These times are running the entire GReasy flow on Zynq’s embedded ARM.

Typical designs with a manageable number of hardware modules have very little problem being completely placed on the FPGA and therefore have a nearly constant bitstream generation time in TFlow. That time is increased when resources on the FPGA become limited but these problems can be averted with a larger FPGA or switching the design to target multiple devices. When using FPGA acceleration, there is an additional overhead, regardless of bitstream generation tool; programming time. But, with the unique Partial Reconfiguration like flow on the embedded Linux Zynq platform, the programming time is cut down to just a few seconds of configuration.

After programming, static and module parameter configuration takes, at most, less than a second. On the bare-metal firmware Zynq, configuration takes about a millisecond from the time the configuration packet is sent to receiving an acknowledge packet when configuring a single module. That time linearly increases when more modules are added to the configura-
Table 6.6: Assembly Time with GReasy Embedded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full BPSK Demod</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Tuner</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES Encryption</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee Reciever</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tion chain, with about a millisecond per module. This process occurs for each configuration type, i.e., module parameters, design checksum, device output destination. A single Ethernet packet is used to configure all library module parameters on a device with virtually no limitation. Unfortunately, a limitation of switching to embedded Linux is the current method for configuring module parameters is a bit slower. Using ssh to run software on the ARM provides an easy way to change functionality but at the cost of conferring a slight overhead of communication.

Finally, Table 6.6 demonstrates assembly time on the GReasy embedded platform. Since the embedded ARM is not as powerful as the desktop computer used in the GReasy host experiments, its performance was expected to be expectantly less.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This work has demonstrated the feasibility and usability of an FPGA based SDR integrated with GNU Radio in GReasy. The transition to the Zynq hardware opens new capabilities for the GReasy framework. Code updates have enabled multiple FPGA families the ability to interact and create heterogeneous radio architectures with a host or embedded CPU.

This work introduced the concept of an all in one embedded platform on the Zynq by incorporating an Embedded GNU Radio with the Zynq. The enhancements made to GNU Radio with FPGAs in addition to bitstream generation tools like TFlow enable broader usability. A core implication of GReasy is enabling users with limited knowledge of HDL design to create designs that utilize the broader processing capabilities of reconfigurable hardware. With GReasy, a larger class of SDR can be realized while preserving the instant gratification achieved in GNU Radio through rapid prototyping.
7.1 Future Work

There are still limitations to the processing module components, such as a limited library. There still are some basic filtering blocks that are absent and many other functions that could benefit from hardware acceleration. As the library size increases, there needs to be a better way for TFlow to organize library components than just a simple file structure. This same problem may also exist in the GNU Radio, GReasy front end experience as well. As capabilities increase, having modules organized simply by FPGA family may eventually become too cumbersome. Perhaps having different types of functions organized into different library types. Example: Virtex-5 filters, Zynq Sample Rate Converters, etc.

A new platform, Kintex-7, specifically the USRP X310 will be the subject of future work [39]. This USRP platform can be the target to offer GReasy to a wider audience since the Ettus USRP is an established SDR hardware platform that can benefit from rapid reconfiguration through GReasy. It is through this work that GReasy or some aspects thereof could be released back to the open source community.
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Appendix A

Program Source

A.1 GNU Radio Runtime Code

These code snippets are referenced in the text. A lot more code contributions were written towards this thesis but would not be very useful to just copy + paste code into this document. This section serves as an overview to the referenced code. Additional code contributions can be retrieved on the GReasy svn repository. The url of the repository is:
http://www.ccm.ece.vt.edu:8444/usvn/svn/GReasy

A.1.1 Entry Classes

These Entry Classes are used in the EDIF Netlist construction from the GNU Radio flowgraph. There are also public member functions for each of these Entry classes with a number of different uses. These are not given here. Further explanation of these classes are found in Chapter 3, section 1 of this thesis. Full source code for these can be found on the repository under: ./trunk/gnuradio/gnuradio-runtime/lib/greasy/.
/**//TODO if any more FPGA families are used, add them here with some**
**enum keyword**

```cpp
enum { V5, ZYNQ, ZED};
```

/**//data structure for parameter data. TODO if the way parameters**
**are handled ever changes, this is a pretty important spot to**
**indicate that!**

```cpp
struct parameter_data {
    std::string module; // module associated with this parameter data
    std::string instance; // module instance name
    int id; // unique ID for module assigned by GNU Radio
    std::vector<int> parameter_value; // all parameters for this
    module are stored here
};
```

/**//edif.dat format contains connections to modules labeled with "**
**Port" with these pieces of information in a Cell_Entry**

```cpp
struct port_connection {
    std::string name; // name of this 1-bit port such as rst or clk
    std::string type; // input or output
};
```

/**//edif.dat format contains connections between modules labeled**
**with "Array" with these pieces of information in a Cell_Entry**

```cpp
struct array_connection {
    std::string name; // name of this multi-bit port such as Out0 or
    In or param_in
    std::string length; // width of the port such as 33 or 2 or 500
    std::string type; // such as input or output
```
// edif.dat format contains connections to a wire bus labeled with "Net" in a Net_Entry

struct net_connection {
    std::string module; // name of the module or in the case of connecting to the static, just blacktop
    std::string instance; // abbreviated module name + id
    std::string name; // name of the 1-bit port in the module
    std::string index; // index of the port bus we are connecting to.

    // This is a specification of the edif.dat format. For 1-bit port connections, this is always -1
};

// Entry class is used to organize the data going into the edif_fpga#.dat file

class Base_Entry {
    public:
        std::string getName() {
            return name;
        }

    private:
        std::string name;
};

class Net_Entry : public Base_Entry {
    private:
        std::vector<net_connection> net_conn_vector; // stores all connections to this net.
};
class Loop_Entry : public Base_Entry {
private:
    std::string bit_width; // width of the port connections this loop represents
    std::string start; // the start half of string that contains the fpga_connection.dat string generated by GNU Radio flowgraph connections
    std::string start_module; // starting module in this connection
    std::string start_instance; // starting module instance name in this connection
    std::string start_port; // starting module name of port (the output port that this connection starts at)
    int start_port_num; // starting port number
    int start_id; // starting module unique ID assigned by GNU Radio
    std::string end; // the end half of string that contains the fpga_connection.dat string generated by GNU Radio flowgraph connections
    std::string end_module; // ending module in this connection
    std::string end_instance; // ending module instance name in this connection
    std::string end_port; // ending module name of port (the input port that this connection ends at)
    int end_port_num; // ending port number
    int end_id; // ending module unique ID assigned by GNU Radio

class Cell_Entry : public Base_Entry {
private:
    std::string module; // module represented by this object
    std::string instance; // module instance name
int id; // unique ID assigned to this instance of the module by
// GNU Radio. If two instances of a module exist, they will
// have different IDs
std::vector<array_connection> array_in_vector; // Vector of all
// input ports into this module
std::vector<array_connection> array_out_vector; // Vector of
// all output ports out of this module
std::vector<port_connection> port_vector; // Vector of 1-bit
// width ports such as clk and rst. These are handled
// differently from other ports
};

class FPGA_Entry {

private:

char family; // the type of device this FPGA references. There
// are some differences in the way the different families are
// handled both in this code and by TFlow, so this distinction
// is importantly noted by this variable.
bool using_parameters; // stores a simple check for if there is
// a parameter file
bool adcActive; // stores a simple check for a connected ADC
// that might need parameters
std::string name_without_colons; // mac address without colons
// for great success!
std::string eth; // ethernet port to use on the computer to communicate with fpga
std::vector<std::string> mac_destinations; // many output ports right now, so two destination ports
parameter_data adc_parameters; // data structure for adc parameter data
Cell_Entry blacktop_cell; // contains the blacktop Cell, which contains all ports and i/o information for the static design.
std::vector<parameter_data> parameter_vector; // all module parameter data is stored here. The order of the modules in this parameter vector also determines the order the modules are connected together in the EDIF netlist
std::vector<Loop_Entry> loop_vector; // stores all Loop Entries
std::vector<Net_Entry> net_vector; // stores all Net Entries
std::vector<Cell_Entry> cell_vector; // stores all Cell Entries
};

A.1.2 Parameter Module

Source code for the standard parameter module used in standard parameterized hardware modules.

`timescale 1ns / 1ps
module parameter_module(
    input clk,
    input rst,
    output reg [1:0] param_out, // 1-bit data, valid
input [1:0] param_in, // 1-bit data, valid
output reg [31:0] param_data,
output reg param_data_received,
output reg [5:0] param_counter

always @(posedge clk) begin
if (rst) begin
    param_data <= 32'b0;
    param_data_received <= 1'b0;
    param_counter <= 6'b0;
    param_out <= 2'b0;
end
else if (param_in[0]) begin
    if (param_counter < 32) begin              // pipe parameter data
        param_data <= {param_data[30:0], param_in[1]};
        param_counter <= param_counter + 1;
    end
    if (param_counter > 31) begin              // once 32 bits have been received this module has received its param data
        param_data_received <= 1;
        param_out <= param_in;
    end
end
else begin // param_in[0] == 0, so reset so new parameter packets can be received
    param_data_received <= 0;
end
param_out <= 0;
end
end

endmodule